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In: Transcripts, From A to I, Season 2 Transcripts Share This is a transcribed copy for the Scary-oke episode. Feel free to edit or add to this page as long as the information comes directly from the episode. Previous: Gideon Rises Next: The Bunker Episode begins in the middle of the night
with a massive blue light glowing from inside Mystery Shack. Inside the twins' bedroom, they and Waddles are both asleep, but Waddles wakes up because of the light. Cut Stan in his secret underground lab, looking at the portal. Stan Pines thirty long years and it all led to this. My greatest
achievement! I guess I should have put on my pants. (The machine spouts out some fire that hits Stan's shoulder and he pats himself on the shoulder to get rid of the fire) Feisty, (smiles) I like it. (Flips switches, looks at the readings) If I finally take it off, it was all worth it. (Stan sits down in a
chair) I just have to keep playing cool; if anyone ever finds out about it... (He's looking at a picture of Dipper and Mabel) I'll take it this far. Who could catch me now? (He pulls on a six-finger glove and pulls a switch labeled Max. Power, which powers the machine, causing a surge of power
throughout the city, and we cut down to shot Wendy's sleep and Gideon in his prison cell, noticing the light and opening one eye) Cut to the government base, we see a screen with sound waves. Agent Trigger and Agent Powers sit in front of the screen. Agent Trigger Look There! Here he
is again! Agent Powers, we haven't seen this testimony in thirty years. The trigger comes from deep space? (Increased on the screen) Enemy weapon site? (Increases several times) Powers, as I suspected. Lord! We're going to Gravity Falls. The large screen changes slightly to an aerial
photograph of Gravitational Falls, Oregon. Cut to the theme song. Stan's alarm wakes him up, he's still in the secret lab. Stan Oh, yes. Showtime. Cut off the mystery shaq. Stan Welcome to the grand re-opening of Mystery Shack! Tourists are rooting for Stan. Stan We are here to celebrate
the defeat of this skunk Lee'l Gideon! (Captures the Doll Lee'l Gideon) Tourists Boo! Stan Please please... Boo harder! (gestures) I'm not a he tourists BOO! Stan But I didn't catch that porkchop alone. These two scamps deserve SOME glory (Playful rubs a Bear hat) Mabel elbows Stan.
Stan Okey, okay. Most of the glory. Toby Determined (keeps a cinder block painted to look like a camera) Smile for the camera! Stan Your camera is a cinder block, Toby. Toby I just want to be a part of things ... Shandra Jimenez Smile for a Real Camera. Mabel Pines Everyone Says:
Something Stupid! Mabel, Stan and Dipper Pines (Mabel pokes his fingers in the cheeks, Stan puts on jazz hands, and Dipper pretends to strangle himself) Something stupid! Stan, don't forget to come to the party tonight at eight. (Shows poster after party) Mabel We do karaoke bottom,
people! (Grab karaoke karaoke Light! Music! Spell! And an amazing karaoke performance by our family band Love Patrol Alpha! Dipper, I don't know about that. Stan, I would never agree to that. Mabel is too late! I wrote your names on the list! It's happening! Wendy Corduroy (Blows Air
Horn) Buy a ticket, folks! You know nothing's going on in your life! I'm talking to you, Pizza Guy! Don't limp on me! Tourists follow Wendy outside. Cut to Stan, Dipper and Mabel. Stan (Sighs) City loves us, we finally got that Gideon smell out of the carpet. Everything is finally going its own
way. Dipper Hey, Grankle Stan. Now that we have a moment. I was going to ask you to return your diary. Stan Wa? Log? (Search yourself for the magazine, pulling it from under the counter) Oh! (Laughs) You mean that old thing! It was so boring that I couldn't even finish it. Flashback in
Stan's office, Stan photocopy magazine 3. Waddles is standing next to a copy machine. Waddles (Squeals) Stan (Points on Waddles) You didn't see anything! Cut back by now. Dipper Wait, will you just give it to me? Just like that? Stan What else do you want? A kiss on the cheek? Bear I. .
I must go! (Take Mabel to the attic) Soos Ramirez, I wouldn't mind a kiss on the cheek. Stan won't be there. Cut into the attic. The bear locks the door, turns the stuffed animal's mabel around, pulls down the screen on the window and turns on his electric lamp. Dipper Mabel, we need to
talk. The near-loss of my diary made me realize that I'm halfway through the summer, and still no closer to figuring out the big mysteries of Gravity Falls. Gideon almost destroyed the city to get his hands on this magazine. But why? Who wrote it? Where are all the other magazines? What
was Bill talking about when he said things were going to change? There's something huge going on right under our noses. And it's time to stop getting off and get to the bottom of it. Mabel Bro, you looked at this thing like. There's nothing left to discover! Half the pages are empty,
remember? Dipper (While flipping the pages of the magazine 3:) I just feel like I'm one piece of the puzzle from figuring everything out. Mabel Don't worry, Dipper! (Raises Waddles) Lord Tyne Ham on the case! (In a British accent, pretending to be Waddles:) I play by my own rules! Wot?
Wot? Dipper I do not know why I tell you things ... Can you hear that? Cut the mystery shaq to the parking lot. Parking. Two men get out of the car and look at Shack. Sousse Hey, Mr. Pines, what is the code word I should be shouting when I see a government car? Stan Waite, what? (Stan
goes next to Soos and looks out the window too) Government car? (A U.S. government car arrives near Mystery Shack, USEXEMPT is on the license plate of the car, and a sticker that says: Honk If you want to be arrested is on the back of the car. face, quickly closes the window, goes to
the intercom Mystery Shack and shouts at him) Stan (from the speakers of Mystery Shack:) Mystery Shack is now closed, all out! I will not hesitate to use a hose on the elderly! Mabel and Dipper run to Stan while all the customers leave the gift shop. Mabel Grunkle Stan, what's going on?
Dipper yes, you'll never close a gift shop. Stan nervously walks in the gift shop, hears a bell at the door and a few knocks after him. Stan (opens the door with a big smile) Welcome to Mystery Shack, gentlemen! What can I give you? (Stan took out a snow globe and a chain of U.F.O keys of
his jacket) Key? Snow Globes? These rare photos of American presidents? (Stan pulls a five-million dollar bill out of his sleeve as he begins to sweat) Two men are shown standing in the doorway in front of Stan, showing off their government ID cards. Powers My name is Agent Powers,
and this is Agent Trigger, we're here to investigate reports of mysterious activity in this city. Trigger (glasses at Stan) Activity! Stan Mysterious Activity? The mysterious Shaka? You must be joking! Powers assure you that's not true. I was born with a rare disorder that made me physically
incapable of experiencing humor. Stan (laughs nervously) Powers I don't understand what sound you make with your mouth. Now, if you'll excuse us, we're investigating. Both men are part of The Mysterious Shaq. Trigger (Pokes Stan Menacingly) Investigation! Wait for the bear! Wait, did
you guys say you were investigating the secrets of this town? The powers this information is classified (on your knees down), but yes. Take a look. Between us I believe that there is a conspiracy of paranormal origin all related to this city. We're just one little clue away from blowing the lid of
this whole mystery. Are you kidding Dipper? I'm investigating the same thing! I found this magazine in the woods that has almost all the answers. If we work together, we can crack the case! Powers (Checking Agent Trigger) If you have evidence of these claims, (gives Dipper his card), we
need to talk. Dipper We could talk right now! Please please. C-Come! I have so much to show you! Stan Hehe, I feel sorry for the agents. The baby has an overactive imagination. And like, the problem with sweating. Mabel (Off-screen:) Haha! Zing! Stan Paranormal Things City is just part
of the gift shop knowledge. Sells more tickets, you know? Soos Podopopopo! Swag! (Sticks What is Mystery Shack? bumper stickers for both agents and puts some funny antennas on their heads) Powers We have other places to investigate. We'll be on our way. Trigger (takes ten Stan
bobbleheads) I confiscate this for proof. Agent Powers Smart move. Bear (Run) Wait! No wait! There's so much to talk about! Stan (Stops Dipper) Keep it kiddo. Trust me, the last thing you need Party time, it's the cops. (Closes the vending machine) (Takes a map from Dipper) Dipper
(Gasps) Stan Now as You're a normal kid. Flirt with a girl, or steal a pie from a window sill. (Puts the card in the Smuggling Box and enters the living room) Dipper, but Grankle Stan! You don't understand! Stan, and don't talk to these agents. Dipper Ear! This could have been my big break!
Mabel (takes the magazine) Bro, maybe Grunkle Stan is right. We're throwing a party tonight! You can't go one night without looking for aliens, without picking up the dead or something? Dipper, I'm not going to raise the dead. I just need a chance to show these agents my book! Mabel Trust
Me Dipper, the only book you'll need today right here: Boop! (Shows him his book Karaoke Songs) Dipper (Holds the book) Mabel I say Cara- you say - ok! Kara- (raises hands), kara- (raises hands), kara- (raises hands). I could do it all day. Cut to the party, Soos places nacho bowl, Mabel
stands on the catwalk while Stan goes to Shack. Stan (Gets a shot of Mabel's confetti cannon) aah! Mabel Well, the confetti gun is working! (Gasps) (Reads Aloud) We built this village on Rock and Roll, Dangerous Lane to the City Highway, Taking Over Midnight on Ndra! (Grabbing the
microphone) Stan Listen, man, you don't want to hear that voice. Trust me. Mabel Grunkle Stan, karaoke isn't about sounding good, it's about sounding scary, TOGETHER. (Big Eyes) Wendy (Laughs; Dipper:) Check it out! These black lights make my teeth look scary. It's like a crime scene
in my mouth! Come on, you like it. The bear (sighs) It's not fair. Finally, I meet someone who can help me unravel the mysteries of this city, and Stan confiscates their map. Wendy Dude, I probably shouldn't tell you this, but I'm pretty sure Stan's hiding everything in his room. Dipper Uh, if I
take Stan's room, I could be in so much trouble. Wendy yes, you're probably right. That's what makes it fun, dummy! (Puts the party hat on the head of the Dipper) Cut to Soos stacking Pi'atas formed as head of Grunkle Stan. Soos Man, I can't wait to break these Sta'atas! Grenda Smash!
(Dives into Staniatas, breaking them and the table on which they are) Grenda joined the party! Candy Chiu (Picking up candy from the ruined Stanjatas) Stan's brains look delicious. Mabel Girls! (Hug Candy and Grenda) Grenda Umigosh! Umigosh, Mabel! Is that a boombox sweater? Mabel
See for yourself! Grenda Pok! Boombox starts flashing and music plays. Three girls start dancing. Grenda (During the dance:) Ha! Ha! Yes, work! Ha! Cut into the parking lot of Mystery Shack as some vehicles pull in inches gopers stands on the sign of Mystery Shack. Thompson, Tambrey,
Nate and Lee go to the party. Thompson Oh, I thought it was going to be a rave. Nate Thompson, get your shirt off and make it a rave! Thompson (swipe the shirt) I'll do anything for your approval! Tambrey (takes a picture shirtless with her phone) Thompson Aw, come on. Come on. I
promise I won't send it to anyone. (Pushes the SEND ALL button on his phone) Cut Stan at the table with ADMISSION $10 written on the front. Lazy Susan (Walking past and hands Stan some money, boreing pie) Who has one good eye and one good pie? Manly Dan (Walking past and
hands Stan Money, carried two barrels with MEAT written on them) These barrels are full of MEAT! Tyler Cutebiker (Walking past and handing Stan money, looking at his phone and laughing) Tambrey sends me crazy texts! Stan's all over town! And no sign of those pesky agents. Wendy,
Dipper. How do these posters go together? (Looks at where Dipper and Wendy were, notices they're gone, and frowns) hmm. Cut the door of Stan's room. A piece of wood nailed to the door reads: STAN'S ROOM. A sign hangs on the nail below as it reads NO MINORS ALLOWED. Dipper's
picture with a cross through it and THAT MEANS YOU!, painted on it, is attached to the door. On the door handle is a sign Do not disturb. Wendy, I'm going to keep an eye on Stan. You go rustling through his strange old man's business. Dipper (opens the door and enters Stan's room)
Okay, Grunkle Stan. Where did you hide that card? (Opens a box with gold chains for the magazine Old Men and other items) Nothing. (Opens the closet) (Opens the box with knuckledusters and boxing gloves) Nothing. (Opens breasts containing fully clothed women magazine and Lady
Swimwear magazine) Ew! Pretending I've never seen it. (Ends in front of Stan's portrait) Wait a minute... (Moves the portrait to reveal a secret compartment with a box with the inscription Contraband in it) Haha, yes! (Takes out the box and pulls out agent Powers' card) (Raises the phone
and dials the number on the map) Powers (via phone:) Agent Powers. Dipper Hi, it's Dipper. Th-Child from Mystery Shack. The one with the problem of sweating. I have a diary I wanted to show you! Powers (via phone:) And you're sure this magazine will help our cause? Dipper, I'm 100
percent positive. Powers (via phone:) Very well. We're on our way. Stan shows up and presses a button to finish the phone call. Dipper (Gasps) Wendy Sorry, Dipper. (Shows my phone with a picture of a shirtless Thompson on it) I digress. Stan Kid, why did you call these agents? I told you
once, I told you a hundred times! There's nothing supernatural about The Gravitational Falls. (The phone hangs) Dipper Yes, there is! After everything that's happened, you need to know that by now. Stan all I know is that your stupid obsession one of these days is leaving us all in trouble.
Now go enjoy the rest of the party, because when it's over, you're on the ground. Dipper and Wendy's leaving. Dipper looks angrily at Stan. Stan (Sighs) Cut into a vending machine. Stan enters the code, enters it, and then checks if someone is looking before closing it behind him. Cut on
Mabel goes from left to right. Mabel (For unnamed children and the rich rich Hey, boys! Look good! (Gorny:) Gorny, Gorny! You're cleaning well! (Mr. Pulcek:) Mr. Pulcek is moving those crazy legs. (Softly:) You-you are a strange pool man. (Sheriff Blubs and Deputy Durland:) What's the
problem with officers? Did you catch my face on ninety smiles an hour? Darland has complaints about the loudest party in town. Blubs Three Words: We Want to Inch Mabel (Raises party horns and puts them in the mouth of Durland and Bluebs; whispers:) Welcome to your dreams! Blubs
and Durland (Bangs Party Horn) Cut in Mystery Shack Parking Lane, a government car from earlier appears. Agent Trigger and Agent Powers come out of it. They look at their watch. Dipper Guys, it's so good to see you. By working together, we can crack all the big issues of Gravity Falls!
(Agents are looking at each other) (Gives the book to the agents they're starting to read) I'm thinking about a full-scale investigation. Forensics, researchers. Do you guys have a helicopter? (Chuckles) Sorry, helicopters. Powers Kid, I'd love to believe you, but it looks like more garbage from
your uncle's gift shop. (Points back) I can't be the only one who thinks it's not funny. A trigger I can confirm. It's not funny. Dipper No, no, no! It's real, I swear! You have to send him to the lab. Am I right? Force (Hands Dipper Back Magazine) Your uncle was right about that overactive
imagination of yours. We have the paperwork, baby. Trigger Boring. Documents. Bear WAIT! This book is real. (Flipping pages) Dwarves, damned objects, spells! Listen! Levitus Corps! Diablo Dominus! MONDO VIZIA! Vicium echoes through the air as a big gust builds. The earth is starting
to shake. Dipper Ah? Both agents AAH! A huge crack is formed between Dipper's legs, he jumps off and lands next to the Agents. Green smoke comes out of the crack. The zombie slowly gets out and roars. Dipper Ha, zombies! A real, real zombie. See? Scary magazine, 100% real. Can
we work together now? The power of the Mother of All Holy! Trigger What are we going to do? Dipper This is just one zombie, believe me, I see things like this all the time The Dipper scans the trough of his magazine, looking for a solution. Then a few seconds later the zombie roars in his
face when he is about to bite him. Dipper (Screams) Agent Powers quickly beats the zombie with a stone, knocking him out. Dipper Wieu. Oh, good thing it was just the one. The earth starts shaking again with more cracked form, more green smoke, and suddenly hundreds of zombies
appear and start to go after Dipper, Agent Trigger, and Agent Power. Oh, my God, my bear! Can you guys help properly?! Powers Kid, we've been chasing paranormal activity for years, but we've never seen anything like it before! Trigger come down! (The zombies tackle them) the zombies
pull the agents into the darkness of the forest, leaving Dipper aside. OH, MY GOSH, WHAT HAVE I DONE?! The cuts to the party were all happy, dancing, and and have a good time. Then show the cops a rap. Blubs (Singing Karaoke:) What happened, fools. It's Bluebs and Durles. Deputy
Durland (Singing Karaoke:) Make all this money and get 'their girls!' Mabel (Conversation with the Party Crowd:) What do you say, guys this party is legendary? When I say Mabel, you say Pines! The earth is starting to shake. Mabel Mabel! Girl (Screams) Mabel Mabel! MAN WE'RE ALL
GONNA DIE!! Mabel Why doesn't it ever work? Wendy Vois, WHOA! I think it's an earthquake! (Airhorn strikes) Candy We're all doomed! Grenda Fast, in my vacation bag. Candy jumps into Grenda's backpack. Grenda Mabel, escape while you still can! Mabel Wait, No! Don't go! We
haven't even done our family karaoke song yet! Dipper runs to the party (Su and Mabel are the only ones left). Mabel notices the zombies after Dipper. Mabel Dipper, what did I ask you not to do tonight? Bear (Sounds ashamed:) Raise the dead. Mabel, what did you do? Bear (Sounds
ashamed:) Raise the dead. As the zombies get closer, Mabel and Bear back back as Soos heroically steps ahead to protect them. Soos Stay Back dudes, it's about to get intense. The zombies will end the table, forcing them into a dead end as zombies surround them all (Scream) Soos
Sorry, one second. You have to admit that it's pretty cool. (Commercial break) Mabel, don't panic. Maybe they're just a really ugly flash mob?! The zombies swing and almost hit their heads before they duck. They run after Soos while screaming. Soos Dudes, stay calm. I've been training all
my life at this point. With all the horror movies I've seen, I literally know everything you need to know to avoid zombies. The zombie bites Soos and he becomes a zombie. Soos Second Thought, is going to flip the script. Can I eat your brains? Yes or no? Seeing some yes faces here.
Dipper and Mabel (Scream) They run around the side of the house, Soos and other zombies in slow pursuit. The bear slices through the zombies with a shovel. Dipper Fast! Golfmobile! The zombies attack the golf cart, knocking it over and biting it. Dipper Oy! Soos Hu, it's a bummer. Good
news for me though, haha. Dipper Suos! Suos Sorry, man, I just really want those brains! Dipper, stay! The bear gets into a colorful disco ball on the zombies. One of the zombies catches him in the mouth and swallows him, sending rays of colorful light shining between his ribs. They
continue to advance towards the twins, who stand in fear. Sousse, give up, dudes! Your fighting just makes us look more excited! Mabel What do we do? Where's Grankle Stan? Dipper How should he help? He doesn't even believe in the supernatural! Cut to a secret lab, the portal is shining
and making a zapping noise. Stan's in the chair, presses the buttons. Stan These agents can screw it up. He's a bloody guy! He has no idea what he's messing with. (He picks up the magazine stubborn, that's his problem. (Looks at his face reflected on the cover) Sorta like me, I suppose.
(Putting the magazine down) Uh, I have too much mind to worry about those kids right now. Okay, let's see... The screen behind him shows Dipper, Mabel and Waddles running away from the zombies. Cut outside. The zombie pops up in front of the twins. Mabel Take it, Sosa! (She beats a
zombie karaoke machine. More zombies approach behind them. Children scream and run to Shack. Dipper Fast! We need to tlog all the windows! They dump things in front of the door, blocking it. The zombies pressed against the door and begin to break it. Bear (Back-up:) Okay, maybe
that'll hold them back. The window opens. Suos bends over. Soos Hey dudes! By the way, I taught zombies how to get into the fuse. Among these guys, I'm like a genius, haha! Shack lights went out, with red light pouring in from the outside. The zombies begin to climb through the window.
Sousse take those brains, Doug! Dipper (Runs behind another door, just as the zombie hand smashes to the end. Bear (Desperate looking through the magazine:) No! THERE'S NOTHING ABOUT WEAKNESSES! It can't be. I wanted answers so badly that I put everyone in danger. Now
we're toast, it's all my fault and no one can save us! The zombie grabs Dipper by the hand and raises him. Mabel screams. Bear, NO! MABEL, I'M SORRY! Mabel DIPPER! The bear screams, the zombie opens his mouth, when suddenly-SMASH! - He hit a baseball bat and drops a dipper,
and his head is crushed by his leg-Stan (Standing in a heroic position, gasping, his clothes torn and his hat gone. YOU TWO! Attic! Nwo! Grunkle Bear... Grankle Stan?! Stan I said now! (As Dipper, Mabel, and Waddles run and approach zombies:) Okay, you're undead jerks, are you
READY TO DIE TWO?! Twins run through the living room, Stan follows, driving away the zombies. Stan The only wrinkled monster that haunts my family is me! Take this! And that' it is! Stan Eat, no eyes! (The zombie growls and bites the baseball bat in half, only to be punched by Stan in
brass-caste wear) ANY OTHER WANNA PART?! He keeps bashing the zombies and then back up the stairs as more enter from the front door. At the top of the stairs he pushes over his grandfather's clock with a grunt, sending him tumbling into a horde of zombies. The twins run to their
room and slam the door. They move away as something starts to come in. The door opens to show Stan coughing and squeezing his side. Stan O! Ow. Everything hurts. (He turns and closes the door, barricaded her chair) Grunkle Stan Bear, it was amazing! Are you alright! Heh, well, at
least you can't deny magic exists anymore, can you? Stan (Pause) Kid, I always Dipper Wait, what are you talking about? Stan, I'm not an idiot, Dipper! Of course, this city is strange! And one thing I know about this strangeness is that it's dangerous! (The zombie hand punches through the
door. To try to protect you from this! The zombie breaks out the window. Stan beats him and watches as he falls to the ground where a crowd of zombies looks at Shack. More start crawling up the outside walls. Stan, I guess I didn't lie well enough. Mabel What are we doing, what are we
doing? Dipper (Walking around the room) Well, usually the magazine will help us, but there's nothing out there about defeating zombies! (It stops with a black light, and it glows in the magazine, revealing the glowing text) It's hopeless! Mabel Wait, Wait, Wait! Text! It glows in the black light!
Dipper What? (He flips the magazine, with Mabel and Grunkle Stan to watch. Pages covered in previously hidden notes) All the while I thought I knew all the magazine secrets, but they are written in some invisible ink! Stan Invisible Ink? That's it! (Reading:) The zombies have a weakness!
Previously thought invincible, their skulls can be destroyed by perfect harmony of three parts. Three parts harmony, how can we create this? I have a naturally high cry ...? Stan, can I make noise with my body? Sometimes intentionally. Mabel Boys, boys. I think you're both missing out on
an obvious decision. Cut into zombies outside the boring Mystery Shack. They roam the gift shop when the noise comes from the microphone. Mabel (via microphone:) Hello? Hello? Is this thing in touch? The zombies begin to walk outside. Soos walks around the living room. Soos
(Notifications TV) Ooh, Gossip Housewives on! (He's sitting there to watch. The zombies are gathering outside. Dipper, Grunkle Stan, and Mabel are on the roof of the awning, each holding a microphone. Mabel zombies and gentlemen! I'm Mabel, they're Dipper and Stan, and together
we're Love Patrol Alpha! Dipper, I never agreed to that name. Mabel Hit It! Taking over midnight starts to play. Stan (Looking at the texts) Uh, Mabel, our lives may not be worth it. Bear (Singing:) Friday night and we're going to a party before dawn. Don't worry, Dad, (in doubt) I have my
favorite dress?! (Covers mic) Mabel, it's stupid! Mabel (Singing:) Roll into the party, the boys are looking our way. We just keep dancing, we don't care what they say! (The zombies are starting to crawl up the roof) And all the boys are getting' in my face- (zombie grabs on them) aah! Guys,
we have to sing together, otherwise it won't work! The boys gave birth, let's show them the door. All three (Singing:) We takin' over the dance floor! Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, The girls do what we like! the sound wave comes out, causing the zombies to cover their ears. A few of
their heads explode. All three Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, We're taking over tonight! Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, Girls do what we like! Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, We're taking over tonight! They sing till night as more zombie heads explode. All three (Singing:)
We are the queens of disco! Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, Girls do what we like! Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, We're taking over tonight! Bear (Singing:) Tcain over tooniiiiight! As the guitar riff plays, the zombie pops up and The Dipper screams. Mabel DAKU! (Takes it off
the confetti cannon. We'll be here all night! Stan deal with this, zombie idiots! (Laughs manic) All (Shant:) Pine! Pine! Pine! Pine! Cut to the ruined living room. Stan wears his fez. Dipper, I'm sorry about that, guys. I screwed up. Mabel Dipper, are you kidding me? I have to sing karaoke with
my two favorite people in the world! No party can ever top that. Stan Kids, listen. This town is crazy. So you have to be careful. I don't know what I'd do to myself if you'd hurt on my watch. I'll let you hold on to that creepy magazine while you promise me you're going to only use it to protect
yourself, and you won't be looking for trouble. Dipper Okay, as long as you promise me you have no other secrets about the bomb in this town. Stan (crosses his fingers behind his back) Promise. The bear (crosses his fingers behind his back, a) Promise. Stan Maine, we have a lot of
zombie damage to clear. Where's my handyman? Soos Mozgov! Brains! Stan St. Moses! (Grabs the chair, almost hits the zombie Soos) Bear wait! There is a page here about the treatment of zombification. It takes a lot of formaldehyde. Mabel Oh, and cinnamon! Dipper Come on, Suos,
let's fix you. Soos Mozgov! Brains! Mabel (Prodding Soos from the room) Soos, cut it! Soos Hehe, sorry dude! Dipper, I can't believe it! All this time the author's secrets were hidden in plain sight! (Pulls out a portable black light and shines it in a magazine) a whole new chapter of mysteries
to explore... Cut to the end of the credits. Agents Powers and Trigger get out of the trigger ditch. I've never seen anything like it! Who do we report to? Powers (takes the zombie's head off his jacket and watches it dissolve in his hand) Is more than we imagined. We need to bring the big
guns. Trigger, but they'll never believe us! The forces then we will make them believe us. This is the city we were looking for. Toby walks past, swings behind the pinata and makes strange noises. Trigger Aa! Another zombie! Force drop your weapon! Drop your weapon! Toby picks up the
bandage and looks at the agents. Agents Oh, it's just -- Who's this guy? - Just a very ugly man. The JDF SMOFS code (WELCOME BACK is deciphered by Vigenere. Key is WIDDLE) Transcripts from A to I Season 2 of community content transcripts are available according to CC-BY-SA
unless otherwise stated. Noted. gravity falls scary oke transcript
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